
  Yvette Guigneaux: (10/11/2017 09:32) Hi All and Welcome to the SSR2 Review Team Plenary | 

Meeting #31 | Thursday, 12 October 2017 @ 14:00 UTC! 

  Mr. Matogoro: (10/12/2017 06:42) Hi Yvette 

  Yvette Guigneaux: (06:42) Hi Mr. Matogoro - are you on adobe speakers? 

  Mr. Matogoro: (06:43) Yes 

  Yvette Guigneaux: (06:44) Letting the ac room dial you in gives the best audio results - adobe 

speakers echo - did the room offer to dial out to you when you signed in? 

  Mr. Matogoro: (06:45) I think so but not selected dial option 

  Mohamad Amin Hasbini: (06:55) Hi all, hope you're well 

  Bernard Turcotte - ICANN: (06:56) HELLO ALL 

  Norm Ritchie: (06:56) Hello 

  Boban & Zarko: (07:02) Hello 

  denise michel 2: (07:05) Hi 

  Kaveh Ranjbar: (07:07) Current proposed time slot is 2nd of November, 13:45-15:00 local time. 

This is not yet final. I will send finalized details to the list as soon as I have them. 

  Mr. Matogoro: (07:12) Experiencing Internet Connection 

  denise michel 2: (07:15) @boban +1 

  Yvette Guigneaux: (07:18) Co-Chairs:  working on getting Alain connected with international 

operator, apologies for the announcement 

  Eric Osterweil: (07:19) No problem, thank you for working through that! 

  alain: (07:24) I am on. Thx 

  Eric Osterweil: (07:25) Welcome, Alain! 

  Geoff H: (07:31) I am confused what you are asking for Eric. I may not be alone in this 

confusion! 

  alain: (07:32) Can u hear me 

  Eric Osterweil: (07:33) No Alain, sorry we can't 

  Don Blumenthal: (07:35) Lot of background distractions here so chat better. Additional Q is 

how much we have listened to prior concerns repeated two weeks. ago: scope and ToR 

  alain: (07:36) Sorry 



  Yvette Guigneaux: (07:36) will work with Alain 

  denise michel 2: (07:36) Alain - can you type it? 

  alain: (07:37) Please let us carefully evaluate our work 

  alain: (07:38) And make the necessary adjustments  

  alain: (07:38) TOR, scope, commitments  

  Yvette Guigneaux: (07:38) All - to vote yes/agree (green) or no/disagree (red) - those buttons 

can be found at the top - same drop down menu where you raise your hand 

  alain: (07:39) And self evaluations 

  alain: (07:40) I am on mobile 

  Don Blumenthal: (07:40) Broaden? Concerns have been we are beyond scope. 

  denise michel 2: (07:41) @Yvette - can the operator call Alain? 

  Yvette Guigneaux: (07:42) sure Denise 

  Yvette Guigneaux: (07:43) Alain - can we dial you in please?  ac room speakers just aren't 

reliable in all cases, sorry 

  Don Blumenthal: (07:44) Geoff’s division of responsibilities matches my ICANN WP experience.  

  denise michel 2: (07:45) @Don - could u expand on "division of responsibilities"? 

  alain: (07:45) ops calling me?- 

  Yvette Guigneaux: (07:45) yes will do that now  

  Yvette Guigneaux: (07:46) working on that now 

  Geoff H: (07:47) exactly - I heard Denise and I do not disagree with her  comments 

  alain: (07:48) Waiting for the call out 

  Yvette Guigneaux: (07:49) operator calling now 

  denise michel 2: (07:49) @Geoff - we had a very productive subgroup meeting this week -- 

without NDA 

  denise michel 2: (07:50) and i share your concern re NDA 

  alain: (07:51) i will send me in few hours to express my viewsqq 

  alain: (07:51) Send mail 

  Don Blumenthal: (07:52) Straw man example. Subteam 3 in scope? 

  Eric Osterweil: (07:53) DNS SSR? 



  Eric Osterweil: (07:54) @Don, are you talking about DNS SSR? 

  Geoff H: (07:54) which subteam are you referring to DOn? 

  Don Blumenthal: (07:54) yes. know not simple answer  

  Don Blumenthal: (07:55) yes to subject of 3 

  Mr. Matogoro: (07:59) Dear Co-chairs, can you shared out that feedback in the mailing list 

  Mr. Matogoro: (07:59) sorry 

  Geoff H: (07:59) I recognise that I am in the minority with some personal misgivings and 

caveats here Eric about overall progress, management and support. 

  Geoff H: (08:01) I will take down my head - we are out of time for this call 

  Geoff H: (08:01) s/head/hand/ :"-) 

  Bernard Turcotte - ICANN: (08:01) Time check - 1 after the top of the hour 

  Geoff H: (08:02) However, I feel that the ground ruls for these reviews are essentially broken 

and strand voluntary effort. This is not a sustaining model for such reviews 

  denise michel 2: (08:03) I suggest we use next plenary call 

  denise michel 2: (08:03) i will stay on as well 

  Geoff H: (08:04) sure 

  Norm Ritchie: (08:04) This is my first review team so no experience with working with support 

team.  

  Mr. Matogoro: (08:04) I will not be able to be available 

  Yvette Guigneaux: (08:05) From the Observer Room - "Please ask if the results of the poll are 

available publicly?" - George Sadowsky 

  Don Blumenthal: (08:05) Title is. Q details, especially as discussed in JoBurg 

  Don Blumenthal: (08:06) titles 

  Yvette Guigneaux: (08:06) See Observer question above 

  Don Blumenthal: (08:07) name of group in remit. talked about more than root.  

  denise michel 2: (08:07) Thank you all  for a useful discussion 

  Don Blumenthal: (08:08) don’t see observer comment 

  Don Blumenthal: (08:08) sorry. just got comment 

  Kaveh Ranjbar: (08:08) Yes please 



  Mr. Matogoro: (08:08) bye 

  Boban & Zarko: (08:09) bye 

 


